
~ office manager

Unruffle feathers
Compassionate professionalism

calms patients

Hatch a plan
"Dealing with angry or frightened
patients" tops one Miami hospital staff's
list of nine common "critical conwrSd-
tions;' so ensure that staff is prepar~ for
everything.4 Scripting and scenario
playing are two complementan'
used to prepare for difficult patien • -
create best- and worst-(;L"-Cr<SOO;::$l~

often assisted by human r
ments, consultants or

staff communication can head off patient
aggravation with updates and explanatory
statements. Patients who know what is
going on are much more likely to show
understanding.

When patients become angry, main-
taining professionalism becomes more
difficult-but also more necessary.3 Train
staff to establish rapport and determine
other causes of patient anger, Boesen says.

medical conditions are likely to set off
confrontations.l

Many times patients' confrontational
demeanors mask complex underlying
emotions, such as fear of diagnosis, dread
of a procedure, or the other lifestyle limi-
tations poor health may impose.2

"The biggest challenge is to under-
stand the root cause of the patient's frus-
tration," says Lisa Boesen, MAOM, PHR, a
health care industry consultant and trainer
in Bellaire, Texas."The extended wait time
could be affecting another appointment
scheduled later in the day, or perhaps the
patient is afraid of a diagnosis."

By Cathy Sivak

A patient throws a pile of insurance state-
ments and bills at reception staff to empha-
size his rant. "Why am I getting all these
bills? My insurance is supposed to cover
everything but the co-pay!"

Appointments are running behind for
unspecified reasons. When the medical assis-
tant opens the door to the treatment area, a
patienr jumps from her seat and rushes to
the door. ''I'm next. My appointment was
45 minutes ago. I shouldn't have to take off
the entire day just to get a checkup!"

;.Aoney and v ait time are the is ues
that rna t frequentl ignite patient
temper, ays Patricia Mudra, CMA
(AAMA). A supported living counselor
for Lifehouse, San Raphael, Calif., Mudra
has more than three decades as a family
practice medical assistant and as office
coordinator for the Hickory Hills, Ill.,



Solutions
flock together

Document rele t events. Objective
documentation can provide back-
up in case of legilt action.

Pay attention to threats. Inform
supervisor of threats immedi-
ately.

Seek supervisor assistance. Get help
if a patient makes you physically
or emotionally uncomfortable.4

ep your promises.
ormation, support, and

reassurance,
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per, service recovery efforts can further
empower staff, Mudra says. "Despite all
your best efforts, some people just won't
be satisfied. There are people in the world
that are just ornery; they are adversarial."

"The staff needs to understand that
patients come in and they are not at their
best," Mudra says. "They're anxious,
they're vulnerable, and they need us to
make them feel safe and secure, first and
foremost." ~

Angry patients can challenge an
entir, staff, from reception to the
surg 'Calsuite. Use this short list for
successful patient relations:

Listen 0 the patient. Maintain eye
contact and be aware of other
nonv bat cues (e.g" crossed
arms a e confrontational).

when the patient has the potential to be
disruptive in a public area," Boesen says. In
these cases escort the patient to a private
area to discuss the issue.

Remember, a patient's outburst is not
always an antagonistic situation with two
ides.2 Upset or uncooperative patients

often simply need an advocate, a person
in the office they can count on. Clearly
explain the next step to rectify the patient's
complaint. For example, "We're going to
refile this claim. It will take about a week,
If you don't hear from us by Friday, call
me. I'm the person who will take care of
this." The patient gains a contact person,
assurance they need not repeat the com-
plaint to other staffers, and knowledge
taff is on hand to help.2 Provide a written

outline to document the issue, solution,
taffer resolving the problem, and the

next tep. Documentation (printed out
or handwritten) provides the patient a
chance to review the solution, as well as
as urance that a staff member intends to
ee the solution through.2

1ishandling frustrated patients can
impact the medical practice and, ulti-
mately, patient care, "Worst-case scenario,
the patient might discontinue use of the
practice and refuse to seek needed treat-
ment elsewhere:' Mudra says.

Other potential patients may never
benefit from treatment at your facility.
The Internet allows disgruntled patients
to vent their ire not only to friends and
family, but also into the public domain,
Boesen notes, "There is the potential to
have a negative impact on patient volumes
through reduced referrals, recommenda-
tions, and return visits."

\ nen even a areful explanation
oe no oothe a patient' grm ling tem-

fiers.We'll hold off on processing your bill
until we hear back from the insurance
company. Is that OK?" If the patient does
not agree, involve the office manager.2

taff should immediately involve
the manager upon patient request, or
especially in the case of a verbally abusive

5 arp talons

Bird's-eye view
One e\'en-elemen echnique, RAP D,
i- de-igne 0 'eep emotions in check
,'hen dealin •..with difficult patients.2

T e R-\P .-\::-D acron'm tand for re-
or agreement, problem,

-' on. -.- erm' ion next tep, and
en ,-
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